In this paper, incremental adaptive mechanisms are presented and characterized, to provide design hints for the development of continuous-time adaptive systems. The comparison with the conventional integral adaptive systems indicates that the suggested design methodology will be a supplement to the existing ones. With the aid of a Barbalat-like lemma, convergence results of the incremental adaptive systems are established. It is shown that the proposed adaptive mechanisms are able to work well in handling parametric uncertainties in systems undertaken.
Introduction
Consider the following uncertain systeṁ
where x is the scalar state, u is the scalar input of the system, θ 0 is the vector of unknown parameters, ϕ(·, ·) is the vector of known continuous nonlinearities, and b is the unknown control gain, but its sign is assumed to be known. Here, we does not specify whether b is positive or negative, implying that the adaptive systems to be developed in this paper are suitable to both situations.
It is seen that the parameter vector θ 0 appear linearly in (1) , and this indicates that the main point of this paper is to handle the linear-in-theparameters uncertainty. The problem is, for a given trajectory x d (t), t ∈ [0, +∞), to develop adaptive mechanisms for estimating the unknown parameters, and based on the estimates find the control u(t), t ∈ [0, +∞), such that x(t) follows x d (t) as close as possible, as t → +∞.
Let us denote by e = x − x d the tracking error. The time derivative of the tracking error with respect to time can be expressed aṡ
with θ = θ 0 /b. Let us begin with a discussion on the conventional integral adaptive systems. We refer the reader to literature [1, 2, 4] , for design issues in continuoustime adaptive control, [3] for model reference adaptive methodologies, [6] for robustness of adaptive systems, [7, 8] for robust adaptive algorithms, [5] for adaptive backstepping designs, and [9] more recent immersion and invariance adaptive techniques. As is well known, it is difficult to establish the asymptotic stability of time-varying systems as it is not easy to find the Lyapunov function with a negative definite derivative. Fortunately, Barbalat's Lemma is found to be useful in performance analysis of adaptive systems, which states that if the integral of a uniformly continuous function having a (finite) limit, then the function converges to zero asymptotically [5, 7] . Note that a simple alternative to Barbalat's Lemma can be found in [8] .
Consider the adaptive system consisting of system (1), the controller
and the adaptation lawθ
where κ, γ > 0 are design parameters, and sgn(·) is the sign function. Controller (3) is designed based on the certainty equivalent principle. To establish convergence of the adaptive system, we choose the positive definite function,
Tθ , where V = 1 2 e 2 , andθ =θ −θ. Applying (3) and (4), we havė
. This implies thatL is negative semidefinite, which renders L to be bounded. Due to the boundedness of L, it is easy to obtain the boundedness of V and its derivative,V , as well as t 0 V (s)ds < +∞, as t → +∞. Invoking Barbalat's Lemma shows that lim t→+∞ V (t) = 0. In turn, we conclude that lim t→+∞ e(t) = 0. Now let us look into Eq. (4), by integrating its both sides as follows:
which give the estimate for θ through the indicated integration. The adaptation law (4) is usually referred to as an integral adaptive law. As for t > τ ,
Subtracting (6) from (5), we obtain
Then appealing to the integral mean-value theorem, an incremental form of (4) is obtained as follows:
where t 1 lies between t − τ and t, takes different values for different instants of time. To use x(t) or x(t − τ ) are two ways to approximate x(t 1 ) for implementation of the incremental adaptive mechanism. Transient performance is always a major concern in an adaptive system design. Due to slow rate of parameter convergence, it may exhibit poor transient behavior together with ideal asymptotic performance. We are concerned about the second term of the right-hand side of (7), where τ appears. The parameter estimates will become hard to adapt, as τ is set to be small. One way is to reduce the sampling rate. However, the parameter estimates would not in time updated with the measured data, when setting τ too large.
As such, the expression of (7) suggests that we choose γ to be proportional to τ as follows:
with γ ′ being a constant specified by designer. This discussion is an motivation for this paper to suggest the novel methodology of incremental adaptation. Unlike the conventional ones, the incremental adaptive mechanisms do not involve such a τ . We shall clarify in the next section how the incremental adaptive mechanisms are different from the conventional ones.
Analysis of incremental adaptive systems
Barbalat's lemma is a tool commonly employed for concluding the convergence results of integral adaptive systems. The following presents a Barbalatlike lemma, a slightly modified form of Lemma 1 in [11] and Lemma 1 in [12] , which is specifically tailored for analysis of the incremental adaptive systems.
for t ∈ [τ, +∞), with τ > 0 being a constant, and
Then lim t→+∞ g(t) = 0.
Proof. See Appendix for the proof.
Corollary 1. Lemma 1 holds, if the condition (9) is replaced with thatġ(t) is bounded.
Proof. This corollary follows immediately from the observation that Eq. (9) holds, wheneverġ(t) is bounded.
We are now in a position to present the convergence result of an adaptive system, where the incremental adaptation mechanism is adopted. Theorem 1. Consider the incremental adaptive system described by the system (1), the controller
and the adaptation laŵ
where τ, κ, γ > 0 are design parameters, andθ 0 is the initial setting forθ. Then the tracking error e(t) will be guaranteed to converge to zero, as time increases, i.e., lim t→+∞ e(t) = 0 while e, x, as well as
Proof. The convergence result of the closed-loop system composed of (1), (11) and (12) can be established by choosing the following LyapunovKrasovskii functional candidate
with V = 1 2 e 2 . Its derivative with respect to time iṡ
To proceed, the filtered error dynamics is expressed as, when applying (11),
The derivative of V along the error trajectory (15) can be given aṡ
The second term of the right-hand side of (14) satisfies
Substituting (16) and (17) into (14), we obtaiṅ
Then applying (12) yieldṡ
where c 1 = 2κ|b|. Eq.(18) makesL negative semidefinite. The boundedness of L is ensured due to the boundedness of L(0). Hence, V is bounded, implying the boundedness of e, and in turn that of x. Furthermore,
, is bounded, by the definition of L. It follows from (11) that
where c 2 = 2κ 2 sup t∈[0,+∞) e 2 , and c 3 = 2 sup t∈[0,+∞) ϕ 2 . Hence, the boundedness of
, follows by noting that
The difference between instants of t and t − τ , L(t) − L(t − τ ), can be calculated by Now, we consider the finiteness of
. It follows from (16) thatV
Integrating both sides and by the boundedness ofθ yield
for t ∈ [τ, +∞). In view of (21) and (22), and by Lemma 1, lim t→+∞ V (t) = 0. In turn, we can conclude the convergence of e(t), as t → +∞.
Remark 1.
In comparison with (7) , no τ appears in the second term of the right-hand side of the adaptation law (12) , which indicates the main difference between the integral adaptation law and the incremental adaptation law.
Remark 2. The adaptation law given in Theorem 1 guarantees the boundedness ofθ in the sense as presented. In order to ensure the boundedness ofθ itself, the saturated learning is helpful [10] . In particular, for fully saturated learning, the entire right-hand side of the learning law is saturated, and the estimate is ensured to be within a pre-specified region. We apply the fully-saturated adaptation law as follows:
f or t ≥ 0. By the boundedness of e, x andθ, it is easy to obtain the boundedness of u from (3), and that ofV from (16). By invoking Corollary 1, convergence of such an incremental adaptive system can be established.
The following theorem clarifies the flexibility of choice of incremental adaptive mechanisms.
Theorem 2. When the adaptive control law given by
with the adaptation laŵ
is applied to system (1), then the same results as in Theorem 1 are true.
Proof. In order to cope with the use of (26), we choose the following candidate Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional,
with the same V (t) as that in (13). Employing (24), the error dynamics can be expressed asė
The derivative of V along trajectories of the error dynamics is given bẏ
Hence, the derivative of L can be calculated aṡ
The second term of the right-hand side of the above equation satisfies
It follows thaṫ
Applying (25) and (26) 
The proof can be carried out by evaluating the term L(t) − L(t − τ ), with similar lines to those of the proof for Theorem 1.
Remark 3. It is seen in (24) that an additional component, u 1 , is added into (11), for canceling the term appeared when applying (26).
Robust treatments
In this section, we shall provide an approach for analysis of the adaptive system to be developed, in the presence of bounded uncertainty, by considering the class of single-input single-output continuous-time systems
where u and y are the scalar input and output of the system, respectively, and w represents the lumped non-parametric uncertain term; a i , i = 1, 2, · · · , n a , are unknown coefficients, and Y i , i = 1, 2, · · · , n a , represent known nonlinearities, being bounded as y,ẏ, · · · , y (n−1) are bounded; and b is the unknown control gain.
By introducing the state vector
T , and the state space representation for system (27) can be given as follows:
T the tracking error, where
where y d (t), t ∈ [0, +∞), is the desired trajectory. The time derivative of e f with respect to time is of the forṁ
Assumption 1. The sign of the control gain b is known.
As discussed before, we again does not specify whether b is positive or
T . Eq. (29) can be rewritten aṡ
where
Assumption 2. The uncertain term w b is assumed to be bounded, satisfying
wherew b =w |b| , and |w| ≤w.
Now we present the robust treatments in forming an incremental adaptation mechanism in the presence of w b . Let us introduce functions ι ǫ (·) and ς ǫ (·) as follows:
and
and define the error variable e ǫ (t) = (|e f (t)| − ǫ)ι ǫ (t).
Theorem 3.
Consider the incremental adaptive system described by the system (27), the controller
where τ, κ, γ > 0 are parameters to be specified by designer, andθ 0 is the initial setting forθ. Then the error variable e ǫ (t) can be made to converge to zero, as time increases, i.e., 
By (32) and (33), the derivative of V with respect to time is calculated aṡ
We take the same positive definite function (13) as a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional candidate, with the defined V (t) in (36). The derivative of L(t) can be calculated aṡ
Using (17) and (37),L(t) given by Eq. (38) satisfieṡ
Applying the adaptation law (35), we obtaiṅ
where c 1 = 2|b|κ. By (39), the boundedness of L is ensured, asL is negative semidefinite and L(0) is bounded. Thus, by the definition of L, V is bounded, implying the boundedness of e ǫ , e f , e, and in turn that of x. Moreover, by the definition of L,
2 ds is bounded for t ∈ [τ, +∞). With the similar derivations to those of the proof for Theorem 1, we can conclude the boundedness of
It follows from (37) that
and from (39),
where c 1 = 2|b|κ. It follows that 
for t ∈ [τ, +∞), which holds due to the boundedness of t t−τ θ (s) 2 ds for t ∈ [τ, +∞). In view of (40) and (41), by using Lemma 1, we conclude that lim t→∞ V (t) = 0, and in turn lim t→∞ e ǫ (t) = 0. This completes the proof.
Remark 4. Theorem 3 indicates the convergence of the error variable e ǫ (t) of the incremental adaptive system, as time increases. In addition, whenever e ǫ (t) converging to zero, e(t) converges to the interval (−ǫ, ǫ), as t → ∞.
Concluding remarks
We suggest incremental adaptive mechanisms, in this paper, applicable to develop continuous-time adaptive systems, and illustrate design hints for the development. A comparison between the integral and incremental adaptive systems is made to clarify why our approach makes sense. It is interesting to note that the update term of an incremental adaptation law looks the same as the right-hand side term of the integral adaptation law, and the integral adaptation law can be considered as a kind of incremental adaptive one, where τ , the duration of adaptation, appears in the update term. With the aid of the Barbalat-like lemma, a unified approach for the analysis of incremental adaptive systems has been presented, by which the convergence has been established in the absence or presence of the disturbance term. In this paper, we present our preliminary results on the incremental adaptation. For future work, we would like to extend it to wide range of situations where the conventional integral adaptive mechanisms are applicable.
It follows from (45) that
which contradicts to (10) . Therefore, for each fixed σ ∈ [0, τ ), g(kτ + σ) converges to zero as k → ∞. This completes the proof.
